FREE AUDIOBOOK COLLECTIONS
This is the bonus of the audiobook world. Here’s a list of sites where you can get free
audiobooks—mostly works in the public domain—to download to your device or listen on your
web browser.
Lit2Go—Lit2Go has a collection of works tailored for classroom use. Each free audiobook
comes with citation information, play time, and word count.
Mind Webs—Mind Webs was an old-time radio dramatization of more than 150 classic science
fiction short stories. Now it’s an online collection. Get your fix of Philip K. Dick, Ursula K. Le
Guin, and Kurt Vonnegut.
Open Culture—Open Culture is a one-stop shop for all free audiobooks. They’ve neatly listed
every title, sorted by author, and given links to where to download or stream.
Project Gutenberg—Project Gutenberg is the go-to for books in the public domain, but with a
twist: Do you want your books read by computer or human?
Scribl—Scribl is a great place if you’re looking for fresh, indie audiobooks, often read by the
authors themselves. The newest books are free, and after a time, they’re crowdpriced—based on
number of reads and ratings. Popular books cost about what they would at retailer.
Spotify—Spotify jumped on the audiobook train and has the usual suspects up for free: Classics
and other works in the public domain.
Storynory—Storynory is great for audiobooks for kids. Classics and fairy tales rule the roost
here, but there’s also a wide selection of original stories exclusive to Storynory.
Sync—Sync is a summer audiobook program for teens (or adults, really), hosted by Overdrive.
In 2017, they paired contemporary young adult novels with classics (Daniel Jose Older’s
Shadowshaper with Franz Kafka’s The Metamorphosis) or current event nonfiction (Dan
Poblocki’s The Gathering with Nita Belles’ In Our Backyard: Human Trafficking in America
and What We Can Do to Stop It).

